Journals
We have two journals-one quarterly in Bengali vernacular named Manabmon and another biannually in English named Psyche and Society. This age demands a more profound
understanding of social evolution in which through society man could transcend the biological
limits of animal evolution and achieve a sensible, more far-reaching, consciously directed goal
of scientific humanism. We embark to launch these two magazines in this background. Our
Psyche and Society is direct consequence of our Manabmon on biology, sociology, psychology
and psychiatry. And it is not for the University scholars with precise contents, a systematic
approach and mathematical skill. We promise to develop a bridge between society and science
(specially biology, sociology and psychology) and to develop an awareness for the concerned
people who are genuinely working for the interest of people’s mental health. Let it develop by
itself as both an inspiration and guide.


Bengali quarterly "Manobmon"
Manabmon (where the mind is without fear). Mind, they say, is the ultimate battleground of
science. When Manabmon was launched in the year 1961 by Pavlov Institute, a non-profit
society, it was indeed a daring act. Since then the quarterly is being published regularly,
uninterruptedly and it is deeply appreciated by the Bengali intelligentsia. We think it is the only
magazine in a regional language devoted to biology, psychology and social sciences for the
last 48 years. Its Founder-Editor, Dhirendranath was the doyen of Indian Psychiatry. He had
published the magazine for long 36 years and had the courage to bring out the magazine even
during the black emergency period in the late seventies.
Manabmon still continues publication but the rapidly changing milieu has made it clear that
without extension to the outside world the journal can hardly hope to sustain itself and grow.
With this intention we bring out Psyche and Society from May, 2003.
It is therefore with dignity and a sense of social urgency that we appeal for help - help in the
form of articles, donations, advertisements etc., all the necessities for sustaining a publication.
Let Manabmon and Psyche and Society grow with the growth of society.



English half-yearly "Psyche and Society"
Our Psyche and Society is direct consequence of our Manabmon on biology, sociology,
psychology and psychiatry. And it is not for the University scholars with precise contents, a
systematic approach and mathematical skill. We promise to develop a bridge between society
and science (specially biology, sociology and psychology) and to develop an awareness for the
concerned people who are genuinely working for the interest of people's mental health.

